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Bensour: The Meteorite Times Birthday Meteorite

Martin Horejsi

Of all the different directions and angles of collecting rocks from space, the so-called Birthday
Meteorite is the most personal. And due to the fact that meteorite falls, finds, and of course
distribution and collector access, the offerings to those desiring a particular meteorite are not
predictable. A Birthday Meteorite, at least according to my unofficial definition, is a meteorite
whose discovery coincides with a person’s birthday. After that, the specifics are up to the
collectors. The connection might be the year of fall, the day of fall, or in some lucky cases, both.
For the Meteorite Times, I consider it both. Well, close enough.

Bensour is the name given to a LL6 chondrite meteorite that fell in 2002, likely on February
11th of that year. While some folks think there is still some wiggle-room about Bensour  being
an actual witnessed fall, those who witnessed it to fall think it’s a witnessed fall. And that's good
enough for me.



 

Since shortly after their fall, these couple dozen complete individuals of Bensour have been
sleeping comfortably in this box for the past 20 years. In the meantime, Paul and Jim were busy
publishing The Meteorite Time.

Anyway, congratulations to both Bensour and The Meteorite Times for two decades of service
to those fans of meteorites. So for this 20 year anniversary installment of The Accretion Desk, I
present to you some images of the specimens of Bensour I purchased as soon as they became
available after the fall. I was stunned at how many of my tiny complete individuals were not only
100% crusted, but also highly oriented both as shields and teardrops. Under magnification,
there is a lifetime to study here. Enjoy these images on this most important birthday.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/may/ad-bensour-6.jpg


 

This little fella reminds me of an axe head, if them made such things under a centimeter long.
Wonderful angularity and sensual curves make this a real eyeful although not much bigger than
your pupil.



 

Looking like a micro Death Star, this backside view of a fully crusted complete individual
contains a dynamic and breathtaking artifact of its fall. Any ideas what would have caused this
feature?



 



 

The closer you look, the more you see. Each of these individuals tells a story captured in the
fusion crust. The texture is poetry of motion forever frozen in once-melted rock.



 

Another classic shield borne from the flames of hypersonic atmospheric travel, fighting earthly
air creating the perfect shape in which to push back without losing any more cosmic material
than necessary.



 

This little turtle shell has an amazing shield shape and even a roll-over rim and flow lines. Small
as a pea, it had as much excitement falling from space as the big boys.



 

This little beauty is a classic oriented shield. The above picture is of the top or leading edge,
while the image below is the reverse showing all the outrageous aerodynamic turmoil bubbeling
the crust.



 

Another classic teardrop orientation on a micro scale. The more magnification, the more
stunning.

So as we enter the third decade of The Meteorite Times, let’s all give a sincere and
hearty THANK YOU to Paul and Jim for making this possible!

Until next time....
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Meteorites in Everything

James Tobin

During the last fifty years of collecting and working with meteorites, I have done many fun things
with them. As I cut and prepared them pounds of dust were created. I have made it into pigment
for art paints. I put the powder into my handmade paper for the specimen cards of my collection.
I did that years ago. I still have many sheets of paper so I no longer make more paper. I have
used the cutting dust as the colorant in glazes for ceramic work. I have made things from the
meteorites themselves too not just the waste dust. I thought this issue that I would take a look at
some of the things that have been created from the meteorites which passed through my hands
in a half-century.

This image shows the sheets of handmade paper I still have. I mostly just write the specimen
information on round-cornered cards today. But a couple of hundred specimens have ID cards
made with handmade paper. I included iron grains as well as the cutting dust. The iron grains
rusted and stained the paper uniquely and interestingly which I thought was very cool. I made

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/may/paperroll.jpg


 

wooden frames to hold the paper pulp with window screen attached to one side. I used the
paper saved from the mail we received. I shredded all our mail from a couple months with my
crosscut shredder into tiny pieces. Then I pulped it with water in an old blender. Once it was goo
I poured the glop into the big wash tank from my darkroom. I just stirred the pulp up and dipped
my screen in, shaking it a bit while still in the tank to make an even layer of pulp. Then lifted the
screen out to drip and dry a little. I put a thick piece of felt cloth on top of the wet pulp to absorb
the majority of the water. When it was dry enough I removed a sheet which I hung to finish
drying and then repeated the process. I made a nice even thickness cardstock that I cut down to
print in my printer. The paper has bits of color from any pieces of colored paper I shredded. Tiny
bits of plastic from the windows of envelopes and meteorite dust and nickel-metal grains. Many
of my printed specimen cards are attracted to a magnet. It was a fun project.

As I have mentioned on a couple of occasions I had a tough time growing up and was on my
own at 20 years of age. It was arts and crafts that helped to supplement my income while going
to college. Art had been my refuge while still at home in that bad environment. And I had a small
homemade diamond saw even then that I used to cut rocks for my silver work. I was cutting
meteorites too even in my late teens. So it has always been just part of my nature to try using
everything around me in my artwork. About the only thing, I never put meteorites into was
leaded glass work. But I did make a Tiffany-style lamp out of thin specimens of indochinite
tektite.

Meteorite dust had quite limited applications as a pigment for me back in the past. I think I could
get a wider pallet of colors today. I get bright orange dust from Al Haggounia, I get a rouge red
almost hematite-like dust from a few of the really old weathered meteorites. I was getting about



 

three shades of brown only long ago. Unfortunately, I have no samples of that old artwork to
offer here. And painting only one or two pictures a year now it is unlikely that I will try to make
meteorite paints again.

I have more uses for the meteorite dust in my ceramics. I have made many pieces with glazes
utilizing meteorite dust. Mosaics have been a favorite place to use the meteorite-colored glaze
and meteorite-colored clay. At my peak of ceramic production in the 1990s, I was using several
different clays. Today I use just a generic white body clay that is inexpensive. I am far from a
supplier now. When we were in the South Bay area of LA I was only about a thirty-minute drive
from a great pottery supply company. Now living in the mountains of central California there is
no place near and everything has to be shipped. Clay is heavy, it costs more for the shipping of
the clay than the clay costs. So I modify the simple clay with additives when I want. I sometimes
grind up old bits of broken work and kiln explosion bisque and put in bits of crushed glaze tests.
And of course, add meteorite powder if I want to color the body. I use the meteorite dust like a
Mason Stain. Sometimes I add the meteorite powder to the clay as a layer brushed onto a flat
pancake of clay and then just work it a little so the meteorite colors the clay as swirls in the
finished piece. The one drawback to using the meteorite dust is nothing made with it can be
used with food. I am really afraid of the nickel in the meteorite dust and of course who knows
what might happen with dust from Martian and Moon meteorites. We don't want to start a
mutant zombie outbreak because of a mars meteorite glazed coffee mug.



 

This mosaic was created a few years ago. In addition to meteorite dust used in the glaze and
clay, the whole mosaic is tiles of meteorite names. The terracotta-colored tiles which are the
most numerous have meteorite dust in the clay giving them their color. The glaze on all but the
few white tiles with regular colors is a glaze made from meteorite dust. The meteorite dust
varies from batch to batch depending on what meteorites were cut before the dust was collected
from the bottom of the saw. Each batch is a mix of many chondrite stones. The martian and
lunar dust is collected from the saw after each stone and the saw is washed clean before the
next stone.



 

The brown color of the tile where the astronaut's bootprint appears was glazed with dust from a
moon meteorite.



 

I
have enjoyed using fountain pens all my life. And when I found a store that sold the metal
mecahical parts for people who make them out of wood and other materials, I said I could make
one out of meteorite clay and use lunar meteorite dust in the glaze. And here it is. It can use ink
cartridges or a bladder ink filler. And surprisingly it's not very heavy to write with.

As much as I have tried very hard to figure out uses for the waste dust from cutting the
meteorites I have done much more with actual pieces of the meteorites in jewelry. I am pretty
much self-taught in silversmithing and goldwork. I learned to use a torch from my father when I
was about ten years old and he taught me more as I grew up. I made my first silver soldered
pieces around the time I was 12 with an ancient Prestolite torch. Some were a little crude at first
too. Later I graduated to an oxy/acetylene Hoke jewelry torch which made a tiny precision flame.
I don't use that now it seems a bit too hot at this point and I am just using acetylene alone.

My father was from the midwest and poor as a child so was my mother who came from a very
large family. Though he was better off than many during the Great Depression. There was a gas
pipeline running through the farm property and his parents got some money from the oil and gas
company for that. They had several ponds on the land with fish and my grandfather was
working for the railway during those bad times. But my father had no spending money. So he
figured out whacky ways to make a little money. One of them was to walk along the railroad
track and pick up the babbitt that would melt out of the wheel bearings of the train cars and sell
the lead alloy metal. It was enough to buy some penny candy. He never had a finger ring from a
store as a young man so he took a silver coin and drilled a small hole into it and beat the silver
with a hammer until he turned the coin into a ring. He taught me how to do this when I was
young and I made many coin rings as a kid. I used pieces of metal shaft and the old sockets
from a ratchet set to chase the silver on. Pounding for hours with a small hammer the silver
would get wider and the hole larger. I would go up to the next size socket repeatedly, spinning
and pounding, round and round. Finally, all the flat coin would be formed into a band. I could
then decorate or profile the sides with a file and finally polish it. I used a lot of old US coins in
jewelry as my source of silver. Now it is all sterling of course. That was my start in jewelry



 

making and silversmithing. My father was a strict man, brutal occasionally, but his creativity and
problem-solving skills were passed to me I guess and they have served me very well in life.

When I got older I can say that I did become a real craftsman with silver and ended up working
part-time for a while at an artist colony in Orange County, California. Artists came on the
weekends and set up in a courtyard area to paint, throw pots, or do what they did. There were
several permanent stores around the courtyard and one was a jewelry maker. I was painting
there on Saturdays and selling leather and silverwork made at night after my regular job and
school. But, I was unaware that it was wrong to sell jewelry since the jewelry maker's store was
one of the providers of the free weekend courtyard space. I was paid a visit by the owner and
he was nice but let me know that I could not sell my silverwork. He offered me a part-time job to
help around his shop. I got to learn how to use some real equipment. It was my first exposure to
a rolling mill. I have one of course now in my studio and am always thinking I should get a better
one but never seem to put in the order for it. Once my life settled down a bit in my mid-twenties I
began adding to my meteorite collection and space rocks began finding their way into my silver
work. I had become a good gemstone maker. I had made hundreds of cabochons by the time I
was high school age. And I was doing some stone carving and faceting as well. I have made
thousands of cabochons by the time of this writing and no longer do any faceting. We always
have my cabochons for sale on the website if anyone gets the urge to make a ring or pendant
with a meteorite gemstone. https://www.meteorites-for-sale.com/meteorite-cabochon.html The
majority of the gemstones I've made in the last twenty years have been from meteorite material.
But there have been a few batches of other stones. Batches of ruby, Preseli Bluestone, and K2
Jasper cabs snuck in there for sterling silver gifts at Christmas times.

There is a lot of my life in this image. It spans about 40 years. The only thing not made by me is
the Fukang pallasite cabochon in the far left silver ring back row. I got that jewel in Tucson only



 

several years ago. I have made many hundreds of pieces of jewelry in my life. I don't wear
pendants, bracelets, or earrings so I don't have specimens of any of those to show. These are
some of the things I made for myself over four decades. A couple shown were total
experiments. The right ring in the front has a large cabochon of indochinite tektite. The stone in
the ring on the left in front is not a meteorite but is Preseli Bluestone from the same source area
as the smaller uprights at Stonehenge. Across the middle are cabochons of ruby, moldavite,
indochinite tektite, and an agate made when I was a kid. The other dark stones in the pieces are
cut and polished NWA 869 or similar stable NWA meteorites. In the back row are two gold rings.
The gold ring on the left has a large domed rectangle of ruby. It is one of two identical rings from
wax models I cast out of 14-carat gold scrap. That is why they have a bit of rose gold color. Its
twin, two rings to the right has a kind of ancient Roman or Egyptian style stone of NWA869. And
I don't want to forget the etched Gibeon iron cabochon in the silver ring on the far right back
row.

I
do the meteorite cabochons in batches of thirty to fifty gemstones. I use both scrap and
deliberately cut slices. I mark the stones with my aluminum pencil using a template most of the
time. I do some freeform shapes also. I make true cabochons not what is often seen for sale
which are sort of imitation cabs. There is a big difference between taking a slab of rock and
making some oval shape and grinding off the top edge at a 45-degree angle and throwing them
in a tumbler until the coarse grit rounds off the edges. To me, real cabs have high polished
completely domed tops with no flat spot in the center. They have a foot around the edge to go
into a setting and a flat bottom. No rounded bottom edges from tumbling that are weird to set



 

and not less well polished from tumbling for too short a time without proper media and polishing
compound. I don't take any shortcuts with the cabs and they are polished to a water-wet finish
on hard felt with 100K diamond mesh polish. They are a pain to photograph for our catalog
because everything reflects off the stones.

The meteorite portion of my life has been connected to the business for the last 25 years or so.
And in the pursuit to find new ways to sell some of the material I have found myself learning
new things. We acquired a few large stone meteorites during the early years of the NWA
explosion of space rocks. They were much larger than we would ever need to supply slices to
meteorite collectors. It is from these that the cabochons have mostly been cut. We thought
several years ago that people might be interested in simple beads made of meteorites. I had
never done much drilling of stones. But to make beads I was going to have to learn how to drill
hundreds of perfect holes. Diamond drills come in a wide variety of styles and sizes. Some are
simply piano wire dipped into diamond powder other have flutes and more permanently
attached diamond grit than just being plated on with nickel. It took a while to find the correct drill
and learn to use it. One can not just drill right through the rock. Because the drill bit needs to be
immersed in a coolant and when the drill reaches the back of the bead it often breaks out a
chunk. So holes have to be drilled halfway and the bead flipped so the drill can do the other
half. Of course, the holes need to meet perfectly in the middle of the bead. It took a while to
figure out fixtures that would hold the bead centered under the bit and keep it underwater. Just
a few modifications to the rock drill press machine and I was ready to mass-produce meteorite
beads. After about a hundred and fifty cabochons and several hundred one-centimeter cube
beads, we have used up all but about 1500 grams of one of the big meteorites.



 

This is my bead drilling rig after a little work. I made the simple wooden base and mounted the
drill press to it. The drill press comes with a rather small metal base that allows nothing to be
added to it. I made a platform out of an ABS ¼ inch sheet and glued a short section of a large
ABS plumbing pipe to make a water reservoir to keep the bit cool. You can see the fixture I



 

created for the bead to rest in while it is drilled halfway and then flipped over. The position of the
square hole the meteorite cube sits in is adjustable and lockable with the two stainless steel
screws.



 

This image is of a batch of beads coming out of the ultrasonic clearer after all the lapidary work
is done. They have been cut into cubes and drilled, then preshaped by smoothly rounding off
the corners with my flat lap. They are tumbled in coarse grit until they are smooth and all
grinding marks are gone. Then the beads are tumbled for two or three days in 220 grit to
remove all the coarse grit features and then tumbled to a pre-polish at 600 grit for 5-7 days. The
batch has to then be hand polished with 14,000 mesh diamond paste on a felt pad. Finally, the
beads are put into the ultrasonic cleaner to remove any compound from polishing. They were
ultrasonic cleaned between each grit during tumbling too. It is a lot of work, so it is good that I
love all things lapidary.

I recently organized my meteorite collection and got it out of the boxes it had been in since we
moved. It is nice to have much of it alphabetically arranged in drawers now. Some meteorite
specimens are in display cases and out all the time. Others are on a sort of 31 flavors rotating
basis where I change them occasionally. The personal finds are all in one display case and stay
out forever. But I did something interesting with the lunar meteorite displays. I made little
ceramic medallions to include in their Riker cases. I took a carved moon face made of bone that
I had gotten years ago at the wholesale show in Tucson. I made a negative by pressing it in clay
and I fired the negative. Then I took the negative and ground it perfectly round and without
excess material. I mounted it on a dowel with epoxy. It became the master negative tool for
making positives just like the carved bone original but in clay. I fired and glazed a batch of these
positives. I gave them a white Moon face and a black sky circular background. One went into
each display of a Lunar meteorite. I am trying to come up with some idea for a similar ceramic
medallion to use with the Martian meteorites. But have not thought of anything good yet.



 

I have managed to mix meteorites with nearly all my hobbies and jobs for decades and it has
made all the things more fun. I don't know what new whacky idea I will come up with next to
enhance my meteorite and hobby experience but I know it will be cool.

This issue marks twenty years of Meteorite Times Magazine. We have covered a great many
topics with all the authors during that time. I want to just take a few words to express my
appreciation to all the contributors who have given time and thought to articles over the last two



 

decades. There would have been no magazine without their hard work and enthusiasm. I know
that Paul and I look forward to the future and more interesting and exciting meteorite times.
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A clast in an L3.2 (NWA 2798)

John Kashuba

NWA 2798 L3.2 S2 W1 contains chondrules and clasts that contain fine acicular crystals. Here
we look at a larger one.

This is the 1.57 gram part slice from which our thin section was made. It was about one
millimeter thick. I believe that, for some reason, we got only one section from it.

 

 

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/may/micro-1.jpg


 

The section is covered.

 

 



 

The 7mm long clast is on the edge of the sample. Transmitted light.

 

 



 

Under the microscope the sprays of fine crystals shimmer. FOV=9mm, plane polarized light,
PPL.

 

 



 

There is a thin fusion crust and heat affected layer. Note the opaque spherical blebs.
FOV=0.5mm, PPL.

 

 



 

FOV=9mm, cross-polarized light, XPL.

 

 



 

FOV=7mm, XPL.

 

 



 

FOV=3mm, XPL.

 

 



 

FOV=3mm, XPL.

 

 



 

FOV=0.8mm, XPL.
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The “Instructive” Tektite

Mitch Noda

In August 2014, I purchased a tektite from my friend, Norm Lehrman. It was a 137 gram Rizalite
tektite. Norm enclosed a letter with my tektite. I bought the tektite because it was transitional
and instructive. In the letter, Norm wrote, “You might appreciate a note explaining why I termed
the 137.0 gram Rizalite “Instructive”. Philippinites are noted for several peculiar morphologies.
These include the spheres, sometimes heavily ornamented to form soccerballs, and sometimes
bald. The classic Rizalite form is characterized by concave-convex flakes with deep
ornamentation on the convex side and a smooth concave surface. The “bald” sphereoids form
when the heavily ornamented skin spalls off, forming the concavo-convex flakes. This 137.0 gm
specimen is transitional between a heavily ornamented soccerball, and a bald sphereoid.
Several “Bikolite” flakes have popped off, leaving low relief bald spots at the detachment
surfaces.”



 

137.0 gram Rizalite “Instructive” Tektite with Norm’s Tektite Source label.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/may/1-Norm-label.jpg


 

137.0 gram Rizalite “Instructive” Tektite.



 

Another view of the “Instructive” Tektite.



 

Another view of the “Instructive” Tektite.



 

A
268 gram “Soccerball” sphere Philippinite as a comparison to the Instructive Philippinite.



 

The other side of the “Soccerball.”

Norm goes on to explain that “Rizalite” and “Bikolite” are terms referring to specimens
recovered from particular areas – Rizal province and Bikol Peninsula, Philippines.

I was curious and wondered when Rizalites or Bikolites become bald, so I asked my friend,
Aubrey Whymark, at what weight this occurred. Without mentioning Norm’s name, I told Aubrey
about Norm’s hypothesis. Aubrey disagreed with his theory.

Aubrey hypothesized, “Large Philippinites are not smooth due to shell loss. They are smooth
because they retained sufficient heat on re-entry to avoid brittle failure. Therefore you never see
these polygonal fractures on large specimens except rarely on bubble specimens. Below around
350 g they cooled sufficiently prior to re-entry such that they could be heated then cooled during



 

re-entry forming polygonal cracks and shell loss. Shell loss only occurs on smaller specimens.
No shell loss on larger specimens. Also theoretically no shell loss on small few gram
Philippinites (but these do not survive).” “You will never find a large sphere with attached shell
because they never had a shell. The odd large specimens with shell are clearly bubble
fragments. As they did not form large solid sphere they cooled quicker like breadcrusts and
formed polygons on re-entry. You need to calculate cooling time and flight time. You will see
that large spheres where too hot for brittle failure during re-entry. So breadcrust are paper-thin
polygonal cracks on an unoriented body that enters the atmosphere cool. It heats up and then
cools during re-entry and then cracks high up in the atmosphere. Shells may be lost. The largest
tektites appear to be too hot during re-entry (a large body with a lower surface area to volume
ratio stays hot much longer). It also heats up but then will not crack as it is still hot. As they cool
further they are liable to fragment (less so if they contain a bubble). Any shell loss is thin spalls
similar to Indochinites that entered hot.”

Aubrey Whymark holding his 1,281 gram “bald” sphere tektite from Paracale, Philippines. I
misplaced my 1 kg sphere Tektite, so my friend Aubrey was kind enough to provide me with this
photo of his beautiful monster sphere tektite.



 

Aubrey Whymark holding his beautiful 1,281 gram sphere and in the background are his 1,194,
1,018, and 995 museum worthy specimens. Photo courtesy of Aurbrey Whymark.

I respect both Norm and Aubrey. They both have similar backgrounds – they are both geologists
with many years of experience, have collected and studied Tektites for many years, and both
love Tektites. Over the years, I have gone to one or the other or both with questions about
Tektites. I consider both of them to be my Tektite mentors. I wanted to express both Norm and
Aubrey’s theories, and let the readers ponder them before they come to their own conclusions.

Jim and Paul congratulations on twenty years of bringing the meteorite community knowledge,
entertainment and friendship through Meteorite Times!
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Apollo and the Sacred Omphalos Stone

Mitch Noda

Since this is Meteorite Times twentieth anniversary, I am including this bonus article.
Congratulations Paul and Jim on twenty wonderful years!

A small ancient coin with a big wonderful story! On one side of the coin is Apollo seated on the
sacred Omphalos stone. Omphalos is a religious stone artifact or Baetylus. In Hebrew,
meteorites were called “Betyls” the equivalent to “Baitylia” in Greek meaning “The residence
of God.”



 

Apollo seated on the sacred Omphalos stone.

Zeus wishing to discover the center of the earth sent two eagles across the world in opposite
directions to meet at its center - the “navel” of the world. Also, Zeus floating in the sky threw a
stone to see where it would fall. The stone fell at the center of the world, Dephi, Greece. That
sacred stone was the Omphalos – “navel of the earth.” An Omphalos stone marked the earth’s
center or “navel.” “Earth’s navel” was applied to several sacred locations (centers of
civilations), such as Delphi (Greece), Thebes and Karnak (Egypt) and Jerusalem, from the
ancient world. The oldest known Omphalos is on view in the Sofia museum in Bulgaria. Another

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/may/1-Apollo-coin.jpg


 

Omphalos is at the museum in Delphi, Greece. An Omphalos was an object of religious
symbolism believed to allow direct communication with the gods.

The story is Greek mythology, so the sacred Omphalos stone can be anything, even a
meteorite, since the story is fiction. However, nowhere in the story does it say or imply it is a
meteorite – only a sacred stone. If you really want the Omphalos stone to be a meteorite, just
think of the Omphalos sacred stone as a meteorite when reading this story. Throughout the
ages and worldwide, meteorites were thought to be sacred stones.

Greek Kronos or Cronus (Romans called him Saturn) was the leader, and youngest of the first
generation of Titans – divine descendants of Gaia, the Earth, and Uranus, the sky. Kronos
envied the power of his father, Uranus, ruler of the universe. Gaia tried to persuade her children
to castrate Uranus with a sickle Gaia created. Only Kronos was willing to do the unthinkable
deed. Kronos waited in ambush when Uranus met Gaia. Kronos used the sickle to castrate
Uranus and cast his testicles into the sea. The testicles produced a white foam from which the
goddess Aphrodite emerged. Uranus threatened vengeance and called his sons Titans or
“Straining ones” for daring to commit such an act.

After dispatching of Uranus, Kronos and his sister, Rhea, took the throne of the world to rule as
king and queen during the Golden Age, a time without the need for laws because everyone did
the right thing. The Golden Age was a time of plenty and peace.

Kronos learned from Gaia, his mother, and Uranus, his father, that Kronus was destined to be
overthrown by his own sons, just as he had overthrown his father. As a result, he sired the
gods: Jupiter, Neptune, Pluto, Juno, Ceres, and Vesta (Roman names) (Greek names: Demter,
Hestia, Hera, Hades and Poseidon ) by Rhea and devoured them all as soon as they were born,
to prevent the prophecy from coming true. When the youngest sixth child, Zeus, was born, Rhea
sought Gaia to devise a plan to save them and to eventually get retribution on Kronus for his
acts against his father and children.
Rhea secretly gave birth to Zeus in Crete, and handed Kronus a stone, also known as the
Omphalos stone, wrapped in baby clothes which Kronus promptly swallowed, thinking it was his
son. Rhea kept Zeus hidden until he was an adult. Once Zeus grew up, he forced his father,
Kronos to disgorge the contents of his stomach in reverse order, first the Omphlos stone, then
his two brothers and three sisters.

Afterward, in a ten year war, called the Titanomachy, Zeus and his siblings, the Olympians,
overthrew Kronos and the Titans. There are several variations to this entertaining story.

Apollo was the son of Zeus and Titaness, Leto. Apollo was one of the most important deities of
both Greek and Roman religions, and was the god of prophecy, archery and music. A fight with
the gigantic earth serpent Python (Gaia’s daughter) at Delphi gave Apollo the seat of his
famous oracle – the sacred Omphalos stone at Delphi.



 

Apollo seated on the sacred Omphalos stone with coin label.



 

The other side of the coin with Alexander I profile on it.

 

Paul and Jim, thank you for your dedication and bringing joy to the meteorite family through
twenty wonderful years of Meteorite Times!

 

References:



 

Ancient Origins:
https://www.ancient-origins.net/artifacts-other-artifacts/sacred-omphalos-stone-navel-world-and-
communicator-gods-002655

Wikipedia
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The Notkin Meteorite Collection Auction

James Tobin

An Interview with Geoffrey Notkin by James Tobin

Across the Sahara by vintage Land Rover in search of meteorites

Jim: We are always informal but I have some questions that may be talking points to get started
with. Maybe start with some how, when, and where type questions.

Geoff: Sure whatever you like. Are we rolling now?

Jim: Yes we are rolling. I have the voice recorder on and I am going to try and get this so I can
use a voice-to-text program to transcribe it later.

Geoff: Great. If I may I would like to start this interview with congratulations to you and Paul
Harris on the 20th anniversary of “Meteorite Times.” I know that you are modest gentlemen, but
I would like to talk about you both for a minute. Over the twenty-plus years that we have been
friends you have appeared as giants in the field. Other collectors, dealers, and hunters have
come and gone but you and Paul have continued to publish “Meteorite Times” for twenty years.
That's an enormous contribution. You have given the field a reliable and enjoyable source of
meteorite-related information. And you have given many fine authors, Martin Horejsi being an

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/may/01-geoff-landrover-sahara-1000.jpg


 

excellent example and one of my favorite science writers, a platform to write about their field.
And you have also founded a successful meteorite business with Meteorites-for-Sale.com.
Maybe most importantly, you get along with everybody. You provide a friendly forum in a
community that can be very competitive … to put it diplomatically. It is an enormous
accomplishment to keep something like that going for so long. And I know that you and Paul
work on this together, with you doing the writing and the research side, and Paul on the design
and publishing side. It is a great team and business partnership that you have.

Jim: It is the perfect team we enjoy being around each other and we share other hobbies and
interests too. I do the lapidary work which I love and Paul, even though it can be too much at
times, likes the challenge of working with the software to customize the coding of the sales site
and making it look the way it does. So it is the ideal partnership. Well, thank you for the kind
words.

Geoff: You are very welcome.

Jim: Amazingly, it has been twenty years. We have published graduate papers and scientific
papers. So it has been pretty interesting. Other publications have gone away and individuals
have turned to us as the place they wanted to publish. That's been cool. Paul and I were musing
at lunch that we used to do the magazine monthly.

Geoff: I remember!

Jim: How we ever did that ... We were both working at the time. How did we ever do the
magazine every month? It is now enough of a challenge to do it every two months.

Geoff: Well what it is, is that we were all younger and had more energy. It was similar when I
was working 6 or 6 ½ days a week those years I was making the “Meteorite Men” television
show. You and I have both had a long career in publishing and I absolutely know what it entails.
That compliment is not just intended only for you and Paul, although very much for you. But if
you would like to include it in the article that was my idea for the opening of the interview. With
our long friendship, I thought all your readers should know.



 

Steve Arnold and Geoff Notkin filming “Meteorite Men” Season One during the winter of 2009.
The only way to and from Whitecourt Crater was by ATV

Jim: I will talk to Paul and see what he thinks that is a bit of a stretch for us we don't usually put
ourselves out there like that. I appreciate the kind words. I think we can put it in the article
somehow.

Geoff: So I derailed your question. So let us start with the Where.

Jim: Yea let's start with the where

Geoff: The Geoff Notkin Meteorite Collection will be auctioned by Heritage Auctions of Dallas,
Texas on June 22nd this year, 2022. This is going to be an authentic live auction, but it will also
exist in every possible form to make it easy for bidders to participate. So we will have the live
auction with a very energetic, enthusiastic and excellent auctioneer at Heritage Auctions
headquarters in Dallas and everyone who would like to attend in person is invited. It will be an
exciting day. Heritage is right next to DFW airport, so they jokingly call it the extra hanger. There
will be seating in the auction hall and it is free, of course. And there will also be telephone
bidding and online bidding. They call this a signature auction meaning it is a featured auction
and not part of something else. It is just my collection. That is the entire focus. There will be an
elegant printed catalog and I encourage anyone who is not already on Heritage's mailing list to
reach out to me or Aerolite Meteorites if they would like a catalog because it is going to be
beautiful. The photography is spectacular and even people who are not bidding but just enjoy
meteorites should ask for a copy. It will be a beautiful artifact, and something that I hope any
meteorite enthusiast will enjoy having. The catalogs are free and the Nature & Science Director,



 

Craig Kissick, actually said to me, “I will get a catalog to anyone in the world who wants one.”

Auction lot: H.H. Nininger Canyon Diablo, 2492 grams with hand-painted number “34.4599”
and affixed label “195,” from the Carl Herfurth Collection. Imaged by Heritage Auctions.

Jim: I had seen on the site at Heritage Auctions that there was going to be a catalog and
wanted to get one.

Geoff: Great we will make sure you are on the list. I should clarify that online bidding will begin
on or around June 1st of this year. The lots will be on the Heritage website for about three
weeks for people to look at and enjoy, and then on June 20th and 21st, we are planning an in-
person reception and a highlights preview in the gallery space at Heritage headquarters — the
same building where the auction will take place. I will be there with the meteorite collection and I
will be walking around putting moon rocks and other space rocks in people's hands so they can
have the experience, the joy, and wonder of holding a meteorite.

Jim: I think that sounds great.

Geoff: I am all about the experience, and I think you know this about me. While I love museums
and exhibits and have spent a large portion of my life working in museums — I even designed
and curated multiple meteorite exhibits myself — I really want people to have the physical sense
of touch. When specimens are only behind glass you do not get the full experience. For me,
nothing beats the wonder of holding a meteorite that's traveled approximately 250 million miles
to get here. So I want others to have that, people who come to the preview of the auction, I want



 

them to have that encounter with a rock from space. I want them to be able to say, "I went to
look at Geoff's auction and I got to hold a piece of the moon,” Or, “I got to hold this piece of iron
meteorite that used to be part of an asteroid." People should go away from the event with
experiences they will always remember. That type of encounter is what made me into a
meteorite specialist.

Auction lot: “The Octopus,” Campo del Cielo regmaglypted individual with natural hole, 2,483
grams. Imaged by Heritage Auctions.

Jim: Were those options part of why you chose Heritage? There are many other auction houses.
What were the reasons that you specifically picked Heritage?

Geoff: I've worked with, I believe, just about every major auction house in the world. Some of
them multiple times. The reason I picked Heritage is entirely because of Craig Kissick. He has
been the Director of Nature & Science there for a good number of years, and he is also the
president of the AAPS — the Association of Applied Paleontological Sciences — which is a
wonderful organization. It is to fossils what the International Meteorite Collector’s Association is
to meteorites. AAPS is an association of professional, commercial collectors of fossils. So, Craig
and I have been friends and colleagues for many years and he is a very impressive person. He
is one of us. He is a genuine enthusiast. He's a collector of, and authority on, minerals, fossils,
meteorites, and artifacts. He comes to the gem shows every year and I have a very high degree
of confidence in him and his team. I know they appreciate the importance of this collection, that
to them it is not just another auction. I have done a lot of work with Heritage over the years and
we have a good history, but it was because I knew I could count on Craig to give this collection
the care and attention that it deserves. That's why I went to Heritage. I knew I would be treated



 

well and I knew the opportunity to participate in this unique meteorite collection auction would
be properly shared with the world.

Jim: Good. So that answered several of my questions. Craig then is the coordinator for what the
auction house is doing with the auction of the collection?

Geoff: Yes. Craig and his colleague, Jenny Milani, are the Director and Assistant Director of the
Heritage Auctions Nature & Science Department. They oversee everything involved with this
major event. We work together to decide on the lots, they oversee the photography and the
catalog descriptions, they work with their media department to place advertising in relevant
periodicals. There is a lot of management and high-level brainpower involved in something like
this, and that might not be obvious to someone unless they were involved in the process.
Questions like: “When do we hold the auction? What day of the week? What is the order of the
lots? Are we going to do print advertising or online advertising or both? How do we get these
beautifully-printed catalogs into the hands of people who will enjoy them?” It's quite similar to
making a feature film or recording an album, as it is a very long-term project with many, many
moving parts, all of which have to run smoothly for it to be successful. And I myself am
hundreds of hours into this project.

Auction lot: NWA 859 “Taza” complete individual with regmaglypts, fusion crust, and natural
hole, 1,686 grams. Imaged by Heritage Auctions.

I did the initial selection of meteorites. I took basic reference photographs of all of them and
wrote bullet point notes for Craig, as he composes the final catalog descriptions. Then I had to
pack and ship everything to Texas. Then I spent a week in Dallas working with Heritage. We did
some filming, shot an intro film about the auction, and many short videos about some of the key
pieces. I like Heritage. They are a good company, we have a good relationship, but it is the
exceptional abilities of Craig and his team, and Craig's extensive knowledge of meteorites that
made it a no-brainer for me which auction house I would choose.



 

Jim: That was interesting to me I follow auctions, not always but often. And sometimes the
descriptions are obviously not written by someone that knows very much about meteorites.
They are so hyped that it puts me off. And they often do not tell me much about the particular
stone being offered. You have said that Craig is very knowledgeable will you get to see the
descriptions before the auction and give them an editorial review.

Geoff: I certainly will. We work very closely together; it is a joint effort. One of the reasons
working with Craig is delight is that I don't have to explain to him the difference between a
Sikhote-Alin and a Gibeon. He knows what these meteorites are. He is familiar with their history
and can identify them. What I bring is the background and the specialized knowledge about
each piece. For example, I will know that this piece has two Monnig numbers painted on it, or
this piece has four Russian Academy of Sciences labels, or this piece has an impact pit.
Someone with a good knowledge of meteorites could likely identify some or all of those things
but I need to be sure. And some of these pieces do have very unique back stories that nobody
else is aware of.



 

Auction lot: Oriented Sikhote-Alin individual with natural patina, remnant fusion crust and
multiple affixed Russian Academy of Sciences gauze labels. Imaged by Heritage Auctions.

For example, some of the historic pieces have been acquired from old collections and I am the
only person who knows the chain of custody. I have written down those notes in a very
straightforward and factual way so they can be incorporated into the catalog descriptions. When
we get to the “Meteorite Men” pieces — and this is a big part of the auction — it really is up to me
to make sure the whole story is told. There are meteorites that we found while filming the show,
some of metal detectors, my strewnfield maps, a director’s slate, and a large number of very,
very unique pieces from my personal archive that have a history unlike any other auction lot. I
want to make sure the uniqueness is clearly explained so bidders appreciate the significance of



 

those lots.

Auction lot: End cut and largest extant piece of the Vaca Muerta mesosiderite individual found
on camera while filming “Meteorite Men” Season Two. Imaged by Heritage Auctions.

Jim: I should let the readers know that at the time of this interview I had looked at the auction
site a few days ago and there were 35 items. But many more items are being added all the time.
So this is very interesting for me. We are talking about items like the metal detectors which are
not up yet, just a couple of costumes were there for me to see. Many have no description yet
even of the 35 items I saw. I am guessing they are working hard to get more presented. It is
very interesting for me to know what is coming in future days.

Geoff: Well, yes and there are about 100 more coming. It was interesting for me too, as
someone who has worked extensively with meteorite photography and developed techniques
for lighting, because photographing meteorites is very tricky as you well know.

Jim: Yes, tough. Deep hollows and depth of field issues

Geoff: A black rock on a dark black background! So it was fascinating for me to be there for a
week and to interact with their expert photographer and image retoucher, watch the process,
and look at color proofs. I had the opportunity to okay the images. The photographer, Michael



 

Napier, has done a stupendous job along with Randle Hudson, the imaging specialist. They are
wonderfully talented and I really want to compliment them, but this is where specialized
knowledge of meteorites comes in. One of the pieces Michael was photographing was a historic
Nininger Plainview. He took a beautiful photograph of it, but you couldn't see the Nininger
number, the hand-painted Nininger number. That was the only piece I asked to be re-
photographed. If you are not a meteorite specialist you couldn’t be expected to know that a
hand-painted number brings considerable additional value and interest to such a piece.

Auction lot: H.H. Nininger collection Plainview complete individual with hand-painted number,
268.9 grams. Imaged by Heritage Auctions.

Jim: The photographs I have seen so far are beautiful. I will continue to look as the days go by
and as I wait for the pictures you are providing for this article.

Let's move forward a bit to talk about the reasons that you are doing this auction. And I am
personally interested in how much of your collection is going in the auction. And maybe tell us
something about your motivation for picking the pieces that you chose for the auction. I don't
know if I made that clear. Is this fundraising, changing up to collect different kinds of material?
Like one of our mutual friends who sold all of his finds to devote his collection to only falls. What



 

are some of the reasons these pieces are leaving the collection? If you want to go there. If you
are okay talking about that. That may be the most personal question I am going to ask.

Geoff: It is fine to ask and it is important. The answer is complicated. So I will answer the first
part: If I were to sell every piece in my collection the auction would take all day. There are some
pieces I found that I am keeping. It is not possible to put every meteorite in the auction, so the
auction is all of the best pieces! I have been doing this for nearly thirty years. This collection
represents thirty years of finding meteorites, buying and selling and trading meteorites. And
whenever I would be at the gem show … well, let's use pallasites for an example. I bought some
beautiful Seymchan slices many years ago from our Russian friends and one of them was
obviously the best. I put that one aside and said "I need to keep this one for myself!" I have
done that hundreds of times and then there are the pieces I have found, or traded with other
enthusiasts. I was always a collector and my company Aerolite Meteorites, which has grown to
be one of the leaders in the field, started as a small business to help raise funds for expeditions
so I could go and find more meteorites. That was the original aim, but Aerolite has grown and is
now a corporation with offices in the UK and the States. So a small thing can grow into a big
thing if you feed it properly!

Every item in the auction has something special about it. It's an exceptionally beautiful piece, it's
an important historic piece, or it’s something that just moved me. Out of all the slices of Glorieta
Mountain pallasite why did I get that particular 59-gram one from the finder, Mike Miller? It just
spoke to me, it was unusually beautiful. It wasn't the biggest one, but it was the one I thought
the loveliest.



 

Auction lot: Full slice of the Glorieta Mountain, New Mexico pallasite, from a mass found by
celebrated meteorite hunter Mike Miller. Imaged by Heritage Auctions.

That's the origin of my collection, and these meteorites came to me in every conceivable way:
finding, buying, trading, even bidding at other auctions. So, this is a very large offering,
representing what are to me — someone who has devoted most of his professional life to
meteorites — the very best pieces that came my way. They are highlights of everything that I
handled, acquired, or I don't know if “envied” is the right word … perhaps “looked upon with
great enthusiasm.” I would visit a fellow meteorite dealer and say, "Oh my gosh look at that
Sikhote-Alin! I have to have that one, and that one only." Those are the pieces that are in the
collection. The pieces that made a thirty-year collector go, “Wow! I must have it.”

And now we get on to the difficult question: Why am I selling this collection? A collection that I
have traveled way over a million miles to build and which includes pieces from six of our seven
continents — and the only reason there are no Antarctic meteorites is because they typically
don't make it to market and, in most cases, we would not be allowed to buy, sell, or trade
Antarctic meteorites. So why now? It is not a lack of interest. I have not reached a point in my



 

life where I am no longer interested in meteorites; that is not what this is about. The meteorite
field has been tremendously good to me and I am a fortunate person who was able to fulfill his
childhood dream. When I was a little boy standing in the Geological Museum in London gazing
at meteorites in the 1960s, I swore to myself that someday I would have one of my own. And in
1967 or ‘68 whenever it was that I first went, there was no established meteorite business or
community like there is today. It wasn't possible for a little boy in London to get a piece of
meteorite at that time in the world. But, ultimately, my dream was fulfilled so many times over. If
someone had told that little boy, not only will you have a meteorite but you will find them, many
of them — from tiny to giant — on six continents, make a popular television show, write books,
speak at places like Kennedy Space Center and the Royal Ontario Museum, meet some of the
true giants in the field and get the chance to work with them, I would have thought this person
was telling me a science fiction story. But that dream did come true multiple times over.

Notkin at Institut le Rosey in Switzerland presenting his TEDx talk, “Meteorites: Life, Death, and
Hope on Earth”

The result is a large and unique collection that has brought me an enormous amount of joy. And
now I am ready to part with it. And here are the reasons:

There are a number of musical artists, celebrated artists like Neil Young, Bob Dylan, and
Blondie who have recently sold part or all of their back catalogs. By and large they have been
tight-lipped about why they are doing this. I am sure they have been well compensated, but my
interpretation of why they’ve sold their older work is this: When you're an artist, or creator, or
inventor, or you are doing something that you love and enjoy a certain degree of success in
your field, your experience within that field then changes. When I started hunting for meteorites



 

almost thirty years ago it was just me out there the wilds. I would just go off on my own and hunt
for meteorites, and then I met Steve Arnold then there were two of us. And then in later years,
for a variety of reasons, the number of people who were out hunting grew enormously. I know
that there were other excellent hunters at that time but this was pre-internet. The number of
people hunting meteorites was small and we weren't connected yet. Later, after the success of
the “Meteorite Men” television show which was one of the elements that popularized meteorite
hunting and collecting — not the only element but one of them — we saw enormous numbers of
people in the field. And there were many times when I was filming the show and we had a large
crew with us. I like the solitary aspect of meteorite hunting. I like being out with my detector on
my own in the silence of the wilderness. It is an uplifting, almost magical experience. Filming
was not a magical experience. It was a thrilling experience, but it was very hard work for the
better part of four straight years. If I have a whim to go up over the next ridge with my detector I
can do that on my own, but I cannot necessarily do that with a film crew.

Meteorite hunting can be a solitary experience, Atacama Desert, 2010

I liken this experience to that of, say, a musician who has done well and now runs a business.
He or she has become successful enough that they they are no longer primarily singers or
songwriters; they are now employees of their own creation. My point is, when you do something
that you love and it becomes successful, it is extremely difficult not to fall into the role of
administrator. In my meteorite work, a lot of what I do now is management. It's organizing
speaking tours, and gem show appearances, making sure my books are in print, guesting on
other people's shows or podcasts, answering questions or advising colleagues about meteorites
via email or social media. It's fantastic and I am deeply appreciative of all the interest in my
work, but management is not what I was born to do. So I want to get back to my roots and
rediscover my simple enjoyment of rockhounding, adventure, travel, and the arts — the things



 

that really speak to my heart. And I want to do that with a smaller footprint. I want to go without
an entourage.

I loved it, I loved filming with the big crew, the extraordinary opportunities we had to hunt at
protected sites like Henbury, Whitecourt, and Morasko, and the excitement. But now I want to
go back to the way it was in the beginning. A more solitary, a more . . . a simpler, but somehow
more challenging journey. I feel that in order to do that I need to remove the ballast from the
balloon so it can fly. I must lessen the weight. I don't mean for a moment to suggest that
meteorites should be thought of as ballast [laughs] but they are very heavy. And I don’t feel that
my meteorites are fulfilling a happy destiny by being locked away in a safe while I am exploring
or traveling. They should be seen!

Auction lot: Old find Henbury with natural patina and affixed collection weight label, acquired
from the NHM London via institutional trade. Imaged by Heritage Auctions.

Jim: I certainly understand that I am sitting here with a collection with far less prestigious pieces
but almost an unmanageable number. (I told Geoff the actual number but won't print that here)
They are everywhere.

Geoff: That is amazing!

Jim: It's monstrous. I just went through it all and got it into plastic drawer units. I now have too
many meteorites. I go to the gem show and do business and buy very few meteorites for the
collection. Do I need to buy more meteorites? No, I need to do more hunting. I totally



 

understand the desire to return to the fun. I enjoy the hunt, I enjoy the solitude, heading out in
the morning with snack bars and plenty of water and not returning to the car until afternoon. So I
understand a lot of what you are saying. But go ahead.

Geoff: And there is another part to the answer. I had major surgery a while back. I am okay but I
had a lot of time to reflect upon this matter. If something happened to me, I would worry about
my collection, that it might not go where it should. So, while I am still healthy and vigorous, I will
help with that. These are important pieces that have meant everything to me. This is not just
about lightening the load, it's about ensuring that the care and the admiration for these
meteorites continues. By properly curating them with collection cards, and descriptions, and
putting them in a catalog with attention to detail, and auctioning them through a reputable
auction house, I can watch them go out into the world to begin new lives in new collections, and
in the right way. That is a strange thing to say, because I have been a fanatical collector my
whole life. I have always been about collecting. So to reach a point in my experience where I
say, “I can let go of these pieces, I want them to go to new homes and collections,” is very
surprising to me. I feel good about it, because I know they will find homes with people who care
about them and they won't get lost in a crate in the basement of a museum somewhere.

And, in addition, I want to give something to organizations that I believe in. And so some of the
proceeds of this auction are going to nonprofits and charities. I have selected two so far. Would
you like for me to tell you what they are?

Jim: Sure, Certainly lets do whatever you want to do.

Geoff: The first is Beads of Courage. You may be familiar with them.

Jim: I have sent them handmade beads on a few occasions, carried beads on hunting trips, and
sent photos and stories along with the beads I carried.

Geoff: Really? I did not know that! So you are aware this is a wonderful international charity
founded in Tucson. I have a long relationship with them. I have done many events with Beads of
Courage. They support children who are battling long-term and life-threatening illnesses. Young
children. I was asked, some years ago, if I would attend a Beads of Courage event at a
children’s hospital because there was a young girl there who was a fan of “Meteorite Men.”
And so I went. I was not prepared at all for I saw, which was a seven-year old girl with leukemia
who had lost all her hair and was towing her own IV around on a wheeled cart. With a huge
smile on her face because she got to meet one of the “Meteorite Men.” And that really changed
my life. That. . . that moment. . . because we all think that we have problems, but when you see
something like that you realize most of our little problems are nothing compared to what some
others have to face. And so I became very involved with Beads of Courage. As part of Team
Beads of Courage, I carry beautiful handmade beads with me on my adventures and
expeditions: across the Sahara, filming my show “Stem Journals” at the ASU Robotics Lab, or
down to the floor of Meteor Crater, and many other places, and then took photographs of the
beads there. Children in treatment can then request a specific bead from me or other Team
BOC members. They get a signed photo and it can be very meaningful to the children. They
receive a bead every time they complete a successful course of surgery or chemotherapy or
whatever it is. I’ve met kids with hundreds of beads that form a sobering map or record of their
long journey of treatment.



 

Filming an episode of the Emmy Award-winning series “STEM Journals” at Meteor Crater,
Arizona

Jim: I relate to that I have carried beads and they are an organization close to my heart, as well.
My little expeditions are subdued compared to yours but I have made handmade beads and
send batches about every couple of years. You made up beads of glass with lunar dust in them
as I remember.

Geoff: Yes! Yes you are so right. This is an organization that is hands-on. I know the founder
Jean Gribbon, she is a nurse. She founded this organization in Tucson but it is now
international. And they are affiliated with hospitals in Texas. And since we are holding the
auction in Texas, and there are a number of Texas meteorites in the auction, I want to bring
something beneficial back to Texas as well. We hope to do some local events there and involve
Beads of Courage in Texas directly.

The next organization is an educational nonprofit called Texas Through Time. This is based in
Hillsboro, Texas. It is a science and paleontology museum that is run by my friends Andre and
Carrie Lujan. This is another group that impresses me with their hands-on interaction with
society, but in a very different way. Hillsboro is a small town, south of Dallas. And their place is
a fantastic museum. They have a working paleontology lab and they have school groups come
from as far as sixty miles away. Rural kids from small towns in big states like Texas often don't
have access to facilities like Texas Through Time, and families with limited means may not be
able to afford to take their kids to museums that charge admission fees. I have spoken at that
museum, and met with their people, and it is a wonderful place. I like to see direct action,
measurable action. So I see kids going into that museum, being drawn in by dinosaurs, and
learning about the past and the present, that's direct action. That's making a difference in the
world. I want to help with that.



 

And the last part of this big question, a small part, is that I have other interests in life as you
know. I was born an artist, and I am an artist who fell in love with science. Art is really how I got
into the science world, deeply into the science world, by photographing specimens, building
websites, and publishing museum catalogs. I was welcomed into the scientific world initially as
an artist — a graphic designer, a writer, a photographer. I went to art school in New York in my
twenties and now, decades later, I am ready to reconnect with my artistic roots. I have been to
over sixty countries on six continents but I have not been to India; I have not been to New
Zealand; I have not seen the Panama Canal. These are things I would like to see and
photograph, or write about. I suppose you could say it is a sort of rebirth or, perhaps, I am just
starting again. I achieved all my dreams in meteorites and then some. When I started out in this
field I didn't imagine that I would be lucky enough to host, with my friend Steve Arnold, a show
that would become hugely popular and be seen by tens of millions of people on all seven
continents. Yes, “Meteorite Men” actually aired in Antarctica! Who imagined what could grow
out of swinging a metal detector? I am so fulfilled by my experiences in the world of meteorites
that I suppose I am saying “thank you.” My favorite pieces will go out into the world, and I will
begin again and reconnect with my passion for adventure and the arts. And see where the
winds of the world take me.

Meteorite hunting expedition in the Australian Outback (Notkin was driving)

Jim: I relate to that as we have talked about it several times, how I survived on my painting and
jewelry work, and am talking about that in my article for the 20th-anniversary issue of the
magazine. I am reconnecting to my artistic roots as well in retirement. I always had two
darkrooms at the printing businesses. One for the photography connected to the printing and
another for the developing and printing of my photography. I loved and still do love ultra close-
up photography.

Geoff: I absolutely love meteorite photography. I have spent years experimenting with lighting
and light tables, cameras and backgrounds, and bouncing light. I still have all these resources



 

and I recently bought a camera that I think will be particularly good for meteorite photography. I
would like to do that just for fun, so that I am not necessarily photographing specimens to put on
the Aerolite Meteorites website, but doing it for the wonder. We often talk about how meteorites
have traveled here from the asteroid belt, and you will relate to this as we are both artists. I
have always been enamored by surface features, by the color, the patina, by regmaglypts, by
flow lines, and fusion crust. These features, these physical visible features that are unique to
meteorites, that are not seen in Earth rocks, are a whole other level of wonder. Not only have
they come so far … these alien rocks, extraterrestrial rocks, but they show us features that
cannot be seen anywhere else. I so enjoy photographing those things. That is one of the things
I would like to get back to, and intend to get back to. Exploring again the way I used to, at the
beginning in my early meteorite photography. The beauty of the minute features on the surfaces
of meteorites. Impact pits … incredible! A meteorite has been hit by another meteorite while it
was in flight. Where else would you see that?

Auction lot: Sikhote-Alin individual 1,562 grams with natural patina, remnant fusion crust, and
large impact pit and splash rim at lower right. Imaged by Heritage Auctions.

This is probably a good point to say that Aerolite Meteorites absolutely will continue. The
auction is the Notkin Collection, not the Aerolite Meteorites collection, and my longtime
colleague Beth Carrillo is president of Aerolite. She is doing a fantastic job of running it and the
company will remain active and vigorous, as it has for many years. I just wanted your readers
and our customers to know that. What we are seeing in the auction are all my favorites. My
pieces, the ones I put aside. And when you are a collector and a dealer you have to be very
clear about what's what. We both know a couple of people who are dealer/collectors, they are



 

good people who are so far on the collector side that they don't really want to sell anything
[laughs]. I say that affectionately, as I understand. But I wanted to have a successful business
and I also wanted to be a collector, so it was always clearly delineated that this is Geoff's and
this is Aerolite stock.

Jim: I am close to the same place I have had a lot of time to think about what will happen when I
pass. I like to use the word stewardship. I am a temporary custodian of the meteorites. I have
given thought to how to consign my collection for sale. The meteorites are fantastically old and
they will survive many owners after me. But I need to have my ID cards and the past cards from
previous owners in order. I don't have pieces, . . well I probably have some pieces that would
deserve to go into an auction but to be consigned and sold to go to new caretakers is the
appropriate way for me to handle the disposition of my collection. I believe this line of thinking
should be in anyone's mind who has a collection of meteorites. These objects are just passing
through our hands they are ancient beyond belief and should I think of it as ownership or just
that I am enjoying them for the time I have them. And you are going to do great good with some
of the proceeds and then hopefully enjoy the rest of the proceeds as you reinvent yourself?

Geoff: Yes, that's very well said. That's a great observation and I think this should be on the
record. This idea of us being caretakers and custodians of our meteorites collection is very
close to me. When I was new to the business decades ago — it was actually the first time I ever
went to Tucson — I met Blaine Reed and Marlin Cilz and we had dinner. I was really fascinated
by these brilliant guys. Blaine, a real expert on meteorite types, history, and values, and Marlin a
great preparator, one of the few in the world at the time. I was quite stressed because I had this
slice that was oxidizing and I asked Marlin what you do with this. I was so concerned about this
piece that was rusting a bit. Marlin says, "Geoff don't worry about it. We're traveling through our
lives with these pieces and they will be here long after we are gone. So they just need the
proper care and it'll be fine." And now I've made this big decision that I want to take care of
business now, while my mind is clear. I want to pass “my”| meteorites on to the next generation
of custodians. I need to know it has been done properly. And I also don't want to leave it for
someone else to deal with. Nobody else can manage this the way I can, because I know the
history of every piece. I know where it came from, how I acquired it, why it has this label, or this
number — all that information, that marvelous arcane information, needs to be passed along with
each piece for the next person to appreciate.

This makes me think of … I had an epiphany while we were filming “Meteorite Men,” which I
would like to share. It was in Season Two and we were in Chile in the mountains in their winter.
We were at Imilac. It is such a wide and empty desert out there. I have seen deserts, I love
deserts. I have lived in the desert for nearly twenty years. But there is no desert like that. There
is nothing there at all. There are no insects, or snakes, or cactus … there's nothing, just the
orange rolling hills. And meteorites if you can find them. Not surprisingly, it is very difficult to get
firewood. We collected some on the way up and, at night, we found an old ruined miner's hut at
the edge of the strewnfield. We made a big fire at night and it was brutally cold, 9 degrees
Fahrenheit and windy. We had a crew of ... I think there were 14 people on that expedition,
most of whom had come from the States with us. We were cold, very cold, and in this most
harsh desert, all of us huddled around one fire. We could see light reflected in the eyes of wild
foxes out in the desert watching us. And we would rotate and put our backs to the fire to warm
up, then turn around and warm up our fronts. We were standing as close to the flames as
anyone possibly could without catching on fire. Without telling anyone, I walked away for a few
minutes and looked back at this group. Everybody is laughing and telling stories they are



 

excited about the next day's hunt. And I had this epiphany, this moment … “All of this, all these
people here, all of this experience, all this effort. This all happened because of a dream I had as
a child. I was standing in the Geological Museum and I wanted to be an adventurer and I
wanted to go and find a meteorite and it lead directly to here, to this incredible moment in the
extreme wilderness, freezing, at night, in the desert of meteorites.”

The Chile episodes of “Meteorite Men” were filmed during winter in the Southern Hemisphere
and temperatures fell to more than 20 degrees below freezing. Cold weather hunting gear was
essential.

I am not trying to take credit for the show. There would have been no “Meteorite Men” without
Steve Arnold, or Eric Schotz and Ruth Rivin our executive producers, and Sonya Bourn, our
field producer, but I could see and feel that direct, clear line from being a kid wishing for it to
happen, to bringing all these capable and accomplished professionals to one of the most barren
places on Earth in the middle of winter. I've gone back there in my mind many times. I have
wanted to always remember that moment. It shows that you can make a thing happen by
thinking about it. And I don’t even mean that in an existential way. I mean it a mechanical way,
in an empirical way. I wanted meteorites, I wanted to be an adventurer, I wanted to go on
expeditions. And, well it took what, over thirty years from being the kid in the museum to being
on this fantastic adventure in the Atacama, but it still happened. So what else could happen?
The collection goes to new homes, we give some support to charities, I have some dollars left
over. I then have not just the freedom, but also the opportunity to begin a new adventure. What
other great experiences await when your mind is open and your heart is open?



 

Jim: Sounds like a great way to go forward into the future. I think that is fantastic. Perhaps we
should talk a little bit about the mechanics of the auction. I watch auctions and I see things that I
would expect to go for high prices and they go for very low prices. I see things that I think are
not going to go for much that just sold for outrageously high prices. You're putting these items in
there how have you determined expectations? Are you going to sell them with a reserve? Let's
talk a little about those kinds of things. I had an incredible moment when I looked at a recent
auction where there was a small NWA 869 sphere it went for. . . I don't know what it went for but
it had a bid of $1500 and it was just 2.33 inches in diameter. Paul and I had bought those things
from the South African dealer behind the Days Inn in Tucson for around $20–$40 over the years
a few years back. What is it about spheres and cubes and such that has been getting them
such high prices? Where some beautiful natural meteorites that are truly rare beauties will go for
very low prices or even not get a bid? So let's talk a little about what your expectations were for
the value of some of the pieces. And how the mechanics of that may go as far as reserves and
such.

Geoff: With pleasure. In this auction, there is something for everyone that is interested in
meteorites. I follow the auction world myself, as you do. It is very interesting. And typically, in
most cases when we see meteorite auctions from the big houses, they feature expensive, high-
end pieces mostly. I wanted everybody to have an opportunity, so yes there are some genuinely
world-class pieces like the 223-lb Admire pallasite that we found on the Season 2 Episode 1 of
“Meteorite Men,” That's in this auction. For many museums around the world an important
meteorite like that would be the centerpiece of their collection. I don’t know of a museum that
has a pallasite, found on television, that weighs 223 lbs. So that's a world-class piece, truly.



 

One of the stars of the auction is a 223-lb Admire pallasite found on camera in Season Two,
Episode One of “Meteorite Men”

There are also many smaller and affordable pieces that I think are wonderful for whatever
reason. So every level of collecting is represented in this auction. Someone might buy their first-
ever meteorite for a modest sum, come June 22. The serious collector or institution could
acquire a piece that might become the star attraction of their exhibit. It takes a lot of faith in the
process and the market to do something like this. I could have just sold these pieces myself,
one by one, through Aerolite or on my personal website, but I didn't want to do it that way. I
wanted this to be an event. I wanted to see the pieces go to their new homes all at once. I
wanted it to be the beginning of a definitive new chapter. I was not willing to piecemeal the
moment and I wanted it to be exciting for everybody. I hope people will be delighted with their
purchases so, to that end, the vast majority of lots in the auction do not have reserves. I hope
you're sitting down for that. There are a few very large pieces that will have modest reserves,
but in order to make the experience available to everyone, I wanted to do it the right way, and if
you’re going to do an auction the right way you should start the pieces low so that everyone
has a chance. That's exciting. It’s as exciting as making live television, and it is supposed to be
fun. So, I am going to be there myself to watch it all unfold. This wasn't a business decision. It
was a decision that was made with my heart.

Jim: Yea, yea I . . . ( I am struggling to comment for a second.)

Geoff: I will admit it was a tough decision.

Jim: That is sort of what my pause is about. That is a tough decision to make. We hold these
meteorites as fantastically rare objects with the expectation that they will go up in price as we
hold them during our lifetime. And then to put them in an auction with no reserve and perhaps
see them go for less than what we paid twenty years ago is kind of a tough decision to make.
From a financial point of view. But your motivation is not totally financial so that may mitigate
some of that. It would seem like what we are doing today with this interview and advertising that
Heritage is doing would be even more important with a mostly no-reserve auction. So there can
be more attendees, and online and phone bidding, to get that activity of bidding which the
pieces need to sell at better prices.

Geoff: You have to have confidence in the process and you have to have confidence in the
auction house. There will, without any doubt, be some bargains. I had a sit-down with one of the
most senior gentlemen at Heritage to talk about strategy and he said, "You have to be prepared
for the fact that some pieces will go for less than they are worth. That's just the auction
business." The auction itself is an adventure. If I was not an adventurous person, if I was doing
this in a conventional way, I would just sell them. I would just put them on the website and sell
them, one by one, for the next ten years. But that's clinical. I am confident that my friends and
colleagues, even those with casual interest, will be part of the fun of the auction. Because I
intentionally put in some really unusual things for fun, such as my “Meteorite Men” outfit that I
wore on the show, my beloved metal detector, my prized prototype Fisher F-75. I found more
meteorites with that than probably every other detector put together. Let someone else get out
and hunt with it! It did really, really well for me and I thought some avid hunter should be using
that now. It should be finding meteorites, not sitting in a display case. Same with my guitars. It is
very unusual that in this meteorite auction there are also a few guitars. As you know, I have
been a musician for most of my life. I have quite a few guitars, but I don't play in a band



 

anymore. We thought including guitars was relevant because I was a professional rock ‘n’ roll
musician for over twenty-five years and then I became a professional rock hound. And some of
my friends and customers are also musicians, so I thought ditto for the guitars. If I have these
guitars that I have cherished and enjoyed for many years, but they are sitting on stands or in
cases and I am not playing them as often as I should, maybe they should go to new homes too.
So that is what I mean by a sense of fun. Who would put guitars into a meteorite auction?
[laughs]

Jim: I had seen the guitars a few days ago on the auction website and made the connection sort
of but also wondered if it might not be just house cleaning too.

Geoff: I adore the guitars too, especially the Flying V bass which was the main instrument I
used onstage for years, and they have been very good to me. But in keeping with this idea of a
lighter footprint on the world and a simpler life, wouldn't it be better for these guitars and metal
detectors to be used by someone daily? My hope is a person will buy the F-75 or one of the
others, and that detector will become their favorite detector ever and they will go out into the
field and find meteorites with it! That is what it was built for. It was not built to be on display in
my office. It was built to find meteorites. It is a meteorite-finding machine and it has a lot of good
karma. And it still works, it is in perfect working condition, by the way. And it was a prototype
too, the first of its kind. The F-75 Turbo prototype. Using that detector on “Meteorite Men” was
not product placement. My friends at Fisher called me and asked if Steve and I would be
interested in field-testing their super new prototype. And after nearly fainting I said, “Of course
we would!” And it ended up being one of the greatest detectors I ever used.

Auction lot: Notkin’s beloved Fisher F-75 Turbo prototype, used throughout “Meteorite Men”
and with which he found more meteorites than any other detector. Imaged by Heritage Auctions.

So I come to this point in life where I ask if all of these precious items, that are among the most
important things there ever were to me, are doing their best where they are? When I am
traveling, exploring new avenues, they are sitting there alone in the cabinet, the meteorites, the
detectors, the guitars, not being enjoyed. That is not fair. They should be adored by people. I
have adored them myself for decades and now I would wish that they be adored by others. It is
hard, it is one of the biggest decisions I have made in my life. But it is the right one.

Jim: Well it is certainly a moving-forward decision. Moving things along and a good decision for
someone who wants to do traveling, and have new adventures. You have always been so busy.



 

Always meetings, speaking, films, something all the time. It does not leave much time for
personal travel and personal growth in other areas of your life.

Geoff: That's where I am. I have reduced my commitments. I have been very fortunate to speak
at some of the greatest museums and institutions in the world. I was extremely flattered that I
was invited to speak at such venues. I love that, I love communicating to people of all ages and
levels my great enthusiasm for meteorites, and I feel that I have completed that mission. I have
done countless outreach events at schools, universities, museums, kids’ groups, rock and gem
clubs, nonprofits, and so on. And now I would like to go on a journey of my own devising. But
also of exploration and of learning. In a simpler, lower profile way. Not recording everything, not
recording every event on social media, but to travel and to be more in the moment. Because
when I look back, there is one moment that really stands out from everything that happened
through all the adventures, all the shows, all the films and, strangely, it was also in Chile. These
two very powerful experiences, both in Chile. It was when we were at Monturaqui Crater. Now
Steve and I had gone to Chile in 1997 and hunted Imilac, Vaca Muerta, and La Pampa. It was
the early days of GPS, there were no Apple Maps or anything like that, and we just could not
find Monturaqui Crater. We tried and tried but just couldn't find it. I was really disappointed. I
wanted to see this ancient crater, a million-year-old crater. There is no gift shop there, no
caretaker, no “KEEP OUT” sign. There is nothing. It is just this ancient crater in the middle of
desolation. So, when we finally made it to Monturaqui in 2010 for a “Meteorite Men” episode it
was such an overwhelming experience for me. We carefully drove our vehicles down to the floor
of the crater, and camped there, slept on the floor of the impact site — what an amazing thing!
On the second or third day of filming, I suddenly had a very strong desire to walk the entire rim
of the crater on my own. When you’re filming a show like that, with a big crew, it is very
expensive. There are 14 skilled people on the road, driving multiple vehicles, who need food
and water, and we had a doctor with us, and a paramedic in case of emergency. It’s so
expensive that the producers need to maximize your time. You never know when the weather is
going to change or a vehicle is going to break down, so you are always at it. You never have a
moment to breathe it in. I have spoken to my astronaut friends about this phenomenon and they
know exactly what I mean, because on a space mission every minute is planned. They can't just
stop and say, "Oh look at that lovely moon!” Every moment they are doing experiments, or
scheduled sleep, or scheduled exercise. Adventure television is the same. You never have
downtime to sit around and soak up the experience.

Jim: I have had the same experience. I have gone to solar eclipses with three cameras, and
three tripods to shoot the eclipse and become so involved in the photography that I barely
looked at the sun while it was in totality.

Geoff: Yes, that is exactly what I mean. On this particular day, it was lunchtime. We were having
sandwiches and typically we would all sit together. I said "Guys, I really need to walk the rim of
the crater and I'll be back before the end of lunch." Sonya, who was in charge of safety and
everything really, said, “Okay, be careful,” just like my mom would have when I was a kid
looking for fossils along the cliffs of southern England. Monturaqui is not as big as Meteor
Crater, but it is big when you're out there alone. And it is a million years old. Again there is
nothing out there but rock, and sand, and impactites, and a few tiny meteorite fragments. So I
walked the rim of the crater and when I got to the far side I was away from the crew and I could
not hear any sounds but the wind. I just stopped and stood and looked and thought, "For
thirteen years I have dreamed of seeing this crater and here I am. And it is magnificent." It was
as if I took a mental or human photograph of that moment. A three-dimensional photograph. I



 

can almost go back there, because that was the one time when I stopped and I fully
experienced the uniqueness of the moment. And I would like to do more of that. It is how you
absorb the full richness of the journey.

A
moment of solitude at Chile’s million-year-old Monturaqui Crater

Jim: I really enjoyed that part of our chat. I have experienced in rare moments the same thing
while out hunting and exploring. I have shared before the moment on a very busy day at the
bottom of Meteor Crater when I sat down on one of the boulders and just closed my eyes away
from the group and was consumed almost literally by the utter silence. It was almost a physical
thing that was covering me. Broken in a few seconds by the cry of a hawk. But for that time the
long list of all the drill holes and shaft sites and debris locations was gone from my mind. So I
really get your moment at Monturaqui Crater and the importance of taking time in solitude to just
enjoy the experience.

Do you have anything else we should talk about with the auction? Maybe something about the
availability of the printed catalogs, when they are going to be available. Maybe anything else
about the mechanics of the auction things like how people can register, and stuff like that.

Geoff: Yes thank you for remembering that. There is a special URL for this auction and it is 
ha.com/notkin — real simple. That is the landing page for the auction, with all the information that
everybody needs and photos and the video we shot at the Monnig Gallery and other goodies. I
was actually a customer of Heritage before I was a consigner, so I have myself registered and it
is very easy. You can bid online starting around June 1st. On the actual day, the 22nd you can
also bid by telephone, online, or in person at the venue. I warmly invite anyone who is
interested to come to Dallas as it is really going to be fun. I'm going to be there on the 20th,
21st, and 22nd. There is going to be a highlights preview and a reception and it will be exciting.
There will be meteorites on display of course, in the gallery. And it will be an event. I want to
make it a memorable time for people who attend. It is not just about getting the piece, it is about



 

the adventure of getting the piece. I am confident that people who have the time and interest to
attend in person will be glad they did.

Auction lot: “The Fighting Fish,” Gibeon iron meteorite collected in the 1970s by a British
geologist. Imaged by Heritage Auctions.

Jim: What is the appropriate attire for the preview and receptions?

Geoff: I would say business or business casual would be fine. People in Dallas like to dress up,
as it is a very sophisticated city, but all are certainly welcome. I myself may show up in
adventure gear [laughs].

Jim: That would be great.

Geoff: Everyone should feel very welcome. This is a significant event for me and I want to be a
good host. And I will do my best to entertain. So that is for the people that want to go in person.
I understand that we are still in the age of COVID and not everyone has the time or means to
travel to Dallas and that’s why we’ve produced a large number of videos. As you know, Jim, I
have enjoyed a very long and happy association with the Oscar Monnig Meteorite Gallery in
Fort Worth, the neighboring city to Dallas. By very kind permission of the director and curator,
Dr. Rhiannon Mayne and the TCU Media Department, we were given rather marvelous
permission to film there. Craig Kissick and I went with the Heritage film crew and spent an
afternoon at the Monnig. We toured the gallery we made a short film about their collection, and
Oscar Monnig, and the auction and you can see that on HA.com. I spoke about why we were
doing the auction and talked about some key pieces, and just the majesty of meteorites in
general. There are also many shorter videos about my life in meteorites and highlighting some



 

of the auction lots. I encourage people to go and enjoy that. We put a lot of effort and
enthusiasm into those films.

You and I and your readers know meteorites, but I wanted this to be interesting to everyone. We
have run up against this time after time, where we meet people who are just so surprised that
they can own a meteorite! They don't realize it’s possible. Meteorites seem like such a remote
treasure that would only be the purview of museums and universities. And as readers of
“Meteorite Times” well know, we collectively have tried to make it possible for just about
anyone to own a meteorite. People of any means. So that carries over into the auction. This is
not just an auction for wealthy collectors, this is an auction for every person who has any
interest in meteorites, or space, or the cosmos, or even television or metal detecting!

Jim: This has all been fantastic and I don't have anything else. If you do we can continue. If not I
will turn off the recorder and we can chat for as long as you want.

Geoff: I would just like to close by saying “thank you” to the field. To my many friends and
colleagues, to all the people who have helped along the way on expeditions with filming and to
our Aerolite Meteorites customers whose patronage has made my books, and film series, and
outreach and nonprofit work possible. It reminds me of the early days of the web when Paul and
I would have these fairly regular phone conversations where we would swap information. Paul
would say, “Oh, look! I learned this thing about web design,” and I would say, “Oh, look! I
learned this thing about compressing images.” You, and Paul, and I, in particular have had a
long and fantastic journey together through the world of meteorites. But also loads of other
people that made all of this a reality. My friend and co-host Steve Arnold and so many others
who worked on the show. And friendly strangers who just helped when we were lost on an
adventure or we needed gas in a funny little town and we found somebody who sold us some
out of a jerry can. For me, it was a collective journey that involved hundreds or possibly
thousands of people who, all in their own way, contributed to this and I hope it shows that part
of this auction is me showing my respect for the community. The community of collectors … so
that we can all enjoy these meteorites.

Jim: I have certainly enjoyed our friendship. Sara, that's my wife for those reading, is always
thrilled to hear what you are up to. She remembers and speaks regularly of our times with you
and of her ride in “The Mule” [the “Meteorite Men” truck], and of your stay in our home. I know
that our friendship will go on and on, this is just a turn in the road and I wish you all the very
best as you reinvent and journey to new and fantastic places. Thanks for spending this time with
the whole of the meteorite world that reads our magazine.
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Trenton 353.3 gram Iron Meteorite

Paul Harris

Our Meteorite of the Month is kindly provided by Tucson Meteorites who hosts The Meteorite
Picture of the Day.

Trenton 353.3 grams. Iron, IIIAB contributed by Anne Black, IMCA 2356
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Once a few decades ago this opening 

was a framed window in the wall 

of H. H. Nininger's Home and 

Museum building. From this 

window he must have many times 

pondered the mysteries of 

Meteor Crater seen in the distance. 
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